Dear Commissioner Crum and Director Lasley,

First and foremost, thank you for your work within our Department of Health and Social Services and our Division of Pioneer Homes. Alaska’s Pioneer Homes play a vital role in our communities by creating a home for our aging population, celebrating life through the final breath, and providing individualized care. We want the department to continue to be successful in managing our Pioneer Homes and ask that House Bill 96, while still working its way through the legislative process, serve as a guideline for any proposed increase to rates.

We believe the process this legislation has gone through has brought to light many important issues related to Pioneer Home rates. From the research during the drafting process to the questions and concerns discussed during committee meetings, we believe HB 96 is an appropriate guide for the department in its decision-making process.

House Bill 96 passed the Alaska House of Representatives with broad-bipartisan support in May. Regular session ended before it was heard in the Senate, where we expect a similar level of support next session. HB 96 allows for a one time rebasing of rates for Pioneer Homes and then provides a structure for reasonable and regular rate increases to ensure that rates keep up with the cost of providing care for Pioneer Home residents by using the Social Security Cost of Living adjustment as a benchmark. This legislation does not prohibit an increase in Pioneer Home rates but encourages one that is sustainable for residents and their loved ones.

Increasing Pioneer Home rates above and beyond those proposed in HB 96 will result in an increased number of seniors going onto Medicaid and other public assistance. Our seniors may have to absorb a shock to their retirement plans while living on fixed incomes provided by Social Security. Many may choose to leave Alaska, taking their families, wisdom, and history with them. Many of these seniors helped establish our state, often through sacrifice and with the risk of dangerous occupations.

We ask that the State of Alaska stands by our historic commitment to provide for our aging population. We understand the need for increased revenue to effectively provide services but implore you to limit any increase in rates to those outlined in House Bill 96.
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